Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between National Power Training Institute (NPTI) and National Institute of Solar Energy (NISE)

National Power Training Institute (NPTI), a National Apex body for Training in Power Sector in India has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with National Institute of Solar Energy (NISE) an autonomous Institution of the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), Govt. of India on 4th October, 2017 in NPTI Complex, Sector-33, Faridabad. The MoU was signed by Prof. (Dr.) Rajendra Kumar Pandey, Director General, NPTI and Dr. Arun Kumar Tripathi, Director General, NISE in the presence of senior officials Shri JSS Rao, Principal Director, NPTI, Ms. Manju Mam, Director, NPTI, Shri Rakesh Kumar, Sr. Consultant, ISA.

NPTI & NISE have agreed to work in the emerging areas of Solar Power Generation related technology developments and evaluation of existing Solar Plants in terms of performance so as to provide guidelines for Solar PV developers and associated Solar Power Inverter industries etc. for better component and technology adoption. The joint functioning in collaborative mode will enrich Power Sector with upcoming large renewable energy penetration in the next five (5) years.
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